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Abstract: We developed a mechanism for seamlessly providing weather data and long-term historical
climate data from a gridded data source through an international standard web API, which was the
Sensor Observation Service (SOS) defined by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). The National
Agriculture and Food Research Organization (NARO) Japan has been providing gridded climate
data consisting of nine daily meteorological variables, which are average, minimum, maximum of
air temperature, relative humidity, sunshine duration, solar radiant exposure, downward longwave
radiation, precipitation and wind speed for 35 years covering Japan. The gridded data structure is
quite useful for spatial analysis, such as developing crop suitability maps and monitoring regional
crop development. Individual farmers, however, make decisions using historical climate information
and forecasts for an incoming cropping season of their farms. In this regard, climate data at a
point-based structure are convenient for application development to support farmers’ decisions.
Through the proposed mechanism in this paper, the agricultural applications and analysis can request
point-based climate data from a gridded data source through the standard API with no need to
deal with the complicated hierarchical data structure of the gridded climate data source. Clients
can easily obtain data and metadata by only accessing the service endpoint. The mechanism also
provides several web bindings and data encodings for the clients’ convenience. Caching, including
the pre-caching mechanism, was developed and evaluated to secure an effective response time.
The mechanism enhances the accessibility and usability of the gridded weather data source, as well
as SOS API for agricultural applications.

Keywords: web API; standard API; point-based weather; long-term historical weather; gridded
data source

1. Introduction

Climate and weather information are essential for farm management and decision support systems
in agriculture. Farmers gain their knowledge by looking at how crops respond to historical climate
conditions. Information of future weather and climate in the coming cropping season will help farmers
make proper plans for farm management. Based on these requirements, agronomists and application
developers provide decision support systems, which require historical climate conditions and future
weather conditions of the coming season for farmers. Good accessibility to farm-scale climatological
data is one of the most important requirements for developing decision making systems, such as
DSSAT (http://dssat.net), which is being developed through international collaboration. Gridded
climate data are readily available, which provide historical climate and weather data. For example,
The National Agriculture and Food Research Organization (NARO) has been providing gridded
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climatological data for the whole of Japan [1]. Gridded data are very useful for regional decision
making, such as developing crop suitability maps or estimating regional crop development, because
they provide weather and climate data in a spatially-distributed way. Long-term climatological data
are vital for analyzing the impact of climate changes on cropping, as well as modeling future weather
scenarios. On the other hand, farmers’ interests focus more on each individual farm, which is a specific
point; thus, decision support systems for farmers are usually made to utilize data sources that have
a point-based structure. In general, point-based weather information can be obtained from weather
stations, although long-term climate is hardly available in most situations. Official weather stations
provide a point-based data source; however, they are often located far away from farms. Fusing
gridded data with local point data could provide more useful information for decision support systems
for agriculture. The heterogeneity of the data source is increasing as the field sensor network system
is expanding to agriculture fields under the concept of the Internet of Things (IoT). In this situation,
the standard web API that secures the interoperability on various meteorological data and other
agro-environmental data is becoming more important.

Our primary objective is to develop single data access mechanism on a web API by which
agricultural applications can obtain climate data regardless of the data type, i.e., point-based or
gridded data, and the difference in the data structure. Application developers do not need to spend
precious time on learning the data structure of each data source one by one, and obtaining data
from a system will be the same, whether gridded or point-based weather data. We used the gridded
climate data source from NARO for this development. With this data source, agricultural applications
can seamlessly obtain weather data and long-term historical climate data to run simulations and
scenario analysis.

2. Basic Concepts and Related Information

2.1. Climatological Data in Agricultural Applications

Climate is one of the most important factors that controls crop growth. Climate condition heavily
influences every process of crop production starting from planting until harvesting. Climatological
data are used for not only simulating crop growth, but also for agricultural management and farmer
decision making [2]. Simulation models for crop are often based on climatological data in the form of
daily intervals for estimating crop growth and yield [3]. The key climate variables that impact crops
are temperature, solar radiation and precipitation [4]. Temperature substantially affects photosynthesis
and respiration, plant growth and phenological development, while solar radiation significantly affects
plant photosynthesis [5]. Precipitation represents water availability in an area. Meteorological variables
are used as input for weather generator models and crop modeling. Commonly-required variables
are maximum temperature, minimum temperature, solar radiation and precipitation in the form of
daily intervals.

2.2. Data Source

NARO developed a daily Agro-meteorological Grid Square Data system (AmGSD) [1]. AmGSD
seamlessly combines three different data produced by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA),
including data acquires from the Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition System (AMeDAS),
nine-day numerical weather prediction and daily climatic normal value [6]. AmGSD provides
meteorological dataset at approximately 1-km resolution from 1980 to the present, and new weather
data are updated every day. The data are available for the whole of Japan in six areas, as shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Coverage of six areas in AmGSD. Reproduced with permission from H. Ohno, User’s manual
of the Agro-Meteorological Grid Square Data; NARO/CRARC, 2014 [1].

Each grid contains nine daily meteorological variables, which are average air temperature,
maximum air temperature, minimum air temperature, average relative humidity, sunshine duration,
global solar radiation, downward long-wave radiation, precipitation and average wind speed. AmGSD
uses Japanese third order mesh code that has an eight-digit integer defined by Japanese Industrial
Standard JIS X0410. Land use information for each grid is provided by the National Land Information
Division, MILT of Japan [7].

The data are encoded in Network Common Data Form (NetCDF). Each file contains one year of
daily data of a specific meteorological variable. The file is separately stored in the “Area/Year/Item”
directory structure on their server. For example, maximum air temperature of Area 1 in the year
1980 is kept in /Area1/1980/AMD_Area1_TMP_max.nc. Metadata are recorded separately from data.
For example, land use information is kept in the GEODATA NetCDF file in a separate directory.

Due to the complicated hierarchical structure and internal defined structure, it is not convenient
for ordinary scientists and programmers themselves to access AmGSD and convert the data into
point-based climate data.

NARO provides AMD_Tools for connecting and retrieving data from AmGSD. AMD_Tools
is written in the Python programming language and available at NARO’s homepage [1]. Even if
AMD_Tools is provided, a user still needs an extra program for calling the AMD_Tools, as well as
understanding the structure of the data and the coverage of each area.

2.3. IoT and Interoperable Sensor Network

Internet-connected devices and services have been growing rapidly. The concept of IoT is
defined as a “global infrastructure for the information society, enabling advanced services by
interconnecting (physical and virtual) things based on existing and evolving interoperable information
and communication technologies" [8]. Field sensor networks that collect data from various kinds of
sensors in agricultural fields are considered as one of the IoT platforms. Consequently, according
to IoT growth, protocol and data format become heterogeneous, which causes the problem of data
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exchanging and application development. To enable information interoperability among IoT devices
and applications, the open standard web API plays an important role.

The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) is an international consortium established in 1994 that
has been contributing geospatial interoperability, including sensor interoperability. According to the
growing demand for information interoperability, OGC developed SWE (Sensor Web Enablement)
for enabling sensors, transducers and sensor data repositories to be discoverable and accessible via
the web [9]. The main concept of SWE is to develop a global framework of standards that integrate
diverse sensors and network technologies, then to achieve sensor network interoperability. The SWE
framework includes, i.e., Sensor Model Language (SensorML), Observation and Measurements (O&M)
and the web API named Sensor Observation Service (SOS).

2.4. Sensor Observation Service

SOS is a standard protocol and application program interface (APIs), which was adopted as an
OGC standard in the SWE framework for accessing measured sensor observations and sensor metadata
registered. Official OGC implementation specification Version 2.0 is available [10]. Clients can obtain
point weather data through the SOS API in the same format and mechanism even though data are
from different data sources or structures. Once users experience SOS API, they can retrieve data from
any source with SOS support. The same program can be reused without modification. SOS API assures
the interoperability of point-based weather data in time series format.

The main objectives of SOS are accessing observed data in a standard way and being a mediator of
data exchange and the sensor system while hiding the heterogeneous structure of sensor data formats
and protocols. Three core operations required for SOS are:

1. getCapabilities: This operation allows clients to access metadata and a list of available
operations on the SOS server. The request and response format is defined in [11].

2. describeSensor: This is the operation for retrieving the metadata of physical sensors. Sensor
Model Language (SensorML) is used for encoding sensor metadata [12].

3. getObservation: This operation is for accessing observed data by allowing spatial, temporal and
thematic filtering. The data are returned in O&M document encoding approved as an OGC standard,
which is XML format [11]. O&M is used for encoding data observed by sensors. The observation
comprises timestamp, value, observed property and the feature of interest.

There are several examples of applications and services, which manage weather data and
metadata, using SOS API, such as the agriculture service application [13] and the crop simulation
application [14]. These applications have been providing information to farmers in Japan. They
retrieve weather data from various kinds of sensors from various sources through the same program.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has been utilizing SOS API for
providing weather data, such as in [15].

SOS API is suitable as an intermediate layer for providing weather data to applications. A system
can request metadata and data without knowing how the data are stored in the database, but just
following the API specification. Applications do not need to prepare data accessing routines for each
data source, which reduces the time and cost of programming [16] demonstrated the efficiency of SOS
in an agricultural application that accesses several different sensor systems.

The Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications in Japan accepts SOS as one of the standard
APIs for managing agro-environmental sensor data in agriculture [17].

In this regard, we utilize AmGSD as the data source for providing point weather data to agriculture
applications through SOS API. To seamlessly provide pointed climate data from the grid data source,
several mechanisms are developed as described in the Methodology Section.

3. Methodology

We develop a system named NARO Agent that works as an intermediate layer between AmGSD
and the client. It translates gridded climate data into point-based data and then responds to clients’
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requests through SOS API. NARO Agent absorbs the complicated structure of AmGSD with SOS
API and internal components. NARO Agent consists of several components, as shown in Figure 2.
Each component supports each other to provide sufficient SOS API for agricultural applications.
To efficiently serve data for agricultural applications, several internal components, such as caching,
mesh system conversion, controlling multi-process and threading access modes, are implemented.
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Figure 2. NARO (National Agriculture and Food Research Organization) Agent diagram. SOS (Sensor
Observation Service).

NARO Agent is written in Python programing language in the Flask framework [17]. It has been
deployed on Conoha [18], an OpenStack cloud platform, for easy maintenance, scalability and future
migration purposes.

The detail of each component is described consequently as follows.

3.1. NARO Data Component

The NARO data component is for managing the internal data of the NARO Agent system. It also
works on retrieving data from AmGSD. The NARO data component imports AMD_Tools for retrieving
data from AmGSD. Figure 3 demonstrates the data flow from AmGSD to a client and how the NARO
data component processes the data. When there is a request from a client, the NARO data component
calls the getData function of AMD_Tools for retrieving data, and then, the data are returned to
AMD_Tools in an array format. The NARO data component converts the data array into a CSV file,
which is the internal data model used for caching. Later, the data are converted into SOS format and
returned to the client.
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A client only issues a getObservation request to SOS API of NARO Agent; then, it can receive
a response. The client does not need to know the data structure of AmGSD and the functions of
AMD_Tools. Request and response are independent of programming language. A client only needs to
know the specification of SOS API and the service endpoint.

3.2. AmGSD Accessing Mode Controller

AmGSD has a structured four items for 30 years; the NARO Data component calls AMD_Tools;
then, AMD_Tools accesses 120 NetCDF files of AmGSD in a sequence. AMD_Tools combines data into
one piece and then returns to the NARO data component. This process takes a long time. To improve
response time, we develop three accessing mode controllers for issuing a request to AmGSD as follows.

3.2.1. The Single-Process Accessing Mode

This mode is to call one getData request of AMD_Tools for a whole period, for example 30 years,
from AmGSD. This mode as explained above consumes the least memory and CPU, but the response
is slow.

3.2.2. The Multi-Process Mode

This mode is to run a requesting process for each element of each year for one request. For example,
when a client requests four climate variables for ten years of data, then the NARO data component
will generate 40 processes. Each process calls the getData function of AMD_Tools for retrieving the
data of one climate variable for one year. After AMD_Tools returns the data of each climate variable
for each year, the NARO data component combines each year’s data into one piece, which contains
four climate variables of ten years of data, and then returns this to the client. This mode consumes
high memory and CPU, but gives the best response time. The maximum number of processing is set
to 120 processes to allow users to access a 30-year time span of four climate items. This number was
decided by the memory available on our server, which is 1 GB. For instance, a user requests 30 years of
5 climate variables; the number of process is 150, which exceeds the maximum processing. Due to the
request exceeding the maximum number of process, the exception message, “The number of properties
and year (30 ˆ 5) exceeds the maximum (120). Reduce either”, is given in response. The admin can
optimize the number of processes regarding the hardware availability and user requirement.

3.2.3. The Multithread Mode

This mode is similar to multi-process mode, but generates threads instead of complete processes.
If a user requests four meteorological variables for ten years, 40 threads are generated for retrieving
the data. The CPU and memory load of a thread are lighter than those of a process; thus, we allow
users to request all nine variables for the whole observation period.

3.3. Simple Mesh ID Conversion

As for each grid, AmGSD internally uses a mesh ID system that follows the Japanese public
third order mesh ID [7]. This Japanese ID system requires rather complicated calculation to encode
latitude and longitude or to decode the mesh ID into latitude and longitude. To simplify encoding and
decoding on latitude and longitude into the mesh ID, we implement a simple mesh ID equation.

Equation:
simple mesh ID “ Xˆ 10, 000`Y (1)

where:

simple mesh ID is formated in XXXXYYYY

X “
platitude´ lat0q ˆ 3600

∆lat
(2)
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Y “
plongitude´ lon0q ˆ 3600

∆lon
(3)

latitude is the latitude of the target grid in degrees
longitude is the longitude of the target grid in degrees
lat0 = 24; lowest latitude of AmGSD coverage in degrees
lon0 = 122; lowest longitude of AmGSD coverage in degrees
∆lat = 30; grid spacing of AmGSD in latitude in arcseconds
∆lon = 45; grid spacing of AmGSD in longitude in arcseconds

Clients can filter data within the grid of interest by specifying the simple mesh ID to retrieve
data instead of using a bounding box. We use the Uniform Resource Name (URN) concept to refer
to AmGSD and each grid in SOS. Concatenation of the procedure name and the simple mesh ID
indicates the specific grid for querying data, as described in Table 1. For instance, a user wants to
retrieve climatological data of farms that are located on or around latitude 42.8 and longitude 143.2.
By referring to the area in the mesh, the location in the latitude and longitude is converted to the
simple mesh ID. In this case, the simple mesh ID is 22561696. To filter data within this mesh, the URN
is urn:NARO1km:Agro:22561696. Additionally, this URN is a filter parameter for offering the tag in
the getObservation request, which is described in Section 3.5.3. If clients want to use a bounding box
for filtering grids, clients should use a bounding box that has two identical points, which is equivalent
to a single coordinate.

Table 1. Mapping the coverage and grid of AmGSD (Agro-meteorological Grid Square Data system) to
SOS (Sensor Observation Service).

AmGSD Procedure of SOS Description

AmGSD; 6 areas
urn:NARO1km:AgroWeather

(National Agriculture and Food
Research Organization)

Referring to the whole AmGSD

Each grid is referred by Japanese
public 3rd mesh ID

urn:NARO1km:AgroWeather:simple
mesh ID

Clients can refer to each grid by
concatenating the simple mesh ID

after the procedure value

3.4. Meteorological Variable Mapping

SOS API publishes the available observedProperty in the SOS response to inform clients of the
data availability. The names of the climate variable of AmGSD are mapped to the observedProperty
of SOS. These observed properties are published for securing the interoperability of climate data.
observedProperty is also used as a filtering parameter in querying data through SOS API.

Climate variables of AmGSD are named internally. To understand the meaning of each name,
clients have to go through the AmGSD manual. From the viewpoints of clients, the names published
need to be comprehensible by humans and machines, so that data flow can be done automatically
and smoothly.

We proposed a naming concept of agro-environmental elements, and the Japanese government
declared it as a standard guideline, which is available on their website [17]. According to the guideline,
the meteorological variables are renamed to be self-descriptive names, as shown in Table 2. Clients can
clearly understand the property of the data without going through specification of AmGSD. These
names are used in SOS API for publishing and filtering services.
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Table 2. Mapping the meteorological variable of AmGSD to observedProperty.

Meteorological Variable of AmGSD Refer to Observed Property in SOS

TMP_mea daily_average_air_temperature
TMP_max daily_maximum_air_Temperature
TMP_min daily_minimum_air_Temperature

RH daily_average_relative_humidity
SSD daily_sunshine_duration
GSR daily_global_solar_radiant_exposure
DLR daily_downward_longwave_radiation

APCP daily_precipitation
WIND daily_average_wind_speed

3.5. SOS API

To ensure interoperability, NARO Agent provides sensor data and metadata through SOS
API conforming to OGC SOS 2.0. Three core operations of SOS, getCapabilities, getObservation
and describeSensor, are implemented. The list of APIs and their documents is available at
http://133.130.90.193/static/index.html. We applied the IP restriction to the API according to the
NARO requirement for user registration to access data.

As mentioned above that the structure of AmGSD is keeping data based on area, year and a
climate item, while SOS is based on the observed property in a time series structure. To simultaneously
provide point time series data in SOS API while maintaining grid information, the climate variable of
AmGSD is mapped to the observedProperty of SOS as mentioned in Table 2. AmGSD is considered as a
sensor platform, which performs the observations. AmGSD is named as urn:NARO:AgroWeatherMesh,
which refers to the whole system and covers all grids. A specific grid can be referred to by the simple
mesh ID as described in Table 1 or by a bounding box that is equivalent to a single coordinate.

We implement SOS API, which supports the HTTP GET and POST methods. For the GET method,
a user can request data by specifying the service endpoint of each service. For the POST method, a
user has to send an XML request for processing each operation. Each operation is described separately
as follows:

3.5.1. getCapabilities

Clients can ask for available services of urn:NARO:AgroWeatherMesh by issuing getCapabilities
request to the service endpoint. The service endpoint of getCapabilities is [19]. An example of an XML
request is available at [20]. Table 3 represents the request’s parameter of getCapabilities. The response
is the information of the available observedProperty and data availability in temporal and spatial
dimensions. The metadata of the data source can be obtained from the getCapabilities operation.

Table 3. Request parameter of the getCapabilities operation.

Parameter Description
HTTP/GET HTTP/POST

sos N/A
Defining response encoding.
true: response is encoded in XML
false: response is encoded in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)

The response of getCapabilities request is in XML encoding. Some part of the response is
represented as follows.
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<swes:offering>
<sos:ObservationOffering>
<swes:description>Agro-Meteorological Grid Square Data System</swes:description>
<swes:identifier>urn:NARO:AgroWeatherMesh</swes:identifier>
<swes:name>Chubu University</swes:name>

<swes:procedure>urn:NARO:AgroWeatherMesh</swes:procedure>
<swes:observableProperty>daily_average_air_temperature</swes:observableProperty>

<swes:observableProperty>daily_maximum_air_temperature</swes:observableProperty>
<swes:observableProperty>daily_minimum_air_temperature</swes:observableProperty>
<swes:observableProperty>daily_average_relative_humidity</swes:observableProperty>
<swes:observableProperty>daily_sunshine_duration</swes:observableProperty>
<swes:observableProperty>daily_global_solar_radiant_exposure
</swes:observableProperty>
<swes:observableProperty>daily_downward_longwave_radiant_exposure
</swes:observableProperty>
<swes:observableProperty>daily_precipitation</swes:observableProperty>
<swes:observableProperty>daily_average_wind_speed</swes:observableProperty>
<sos:observedArea>
<gml:Envelope srsName="http://www.opengis.net/def/crs/EPSG/0/4326">
<gml:lowerCorner>24.0 122.0</gml:lowerCorner>
<gml:upperCorner>46.0 146.0</gml:upperCorner>

</gml:Envelope>
</sos:observedArea>
<sos:phenomenonTime>
<gml:TimePeriod gml:id="phenomenonTime0">
<gml:beginPosition>1980-01-01T00:00:00+0900</gml:beginPosition>
<gml:endPosition>2016-04-24T00:00:00+0900</gml:endPosition>

</gml:TimePeriod>
</sos:phenomenonTime>
</sos:ObservationOffering>
</swes:offering>

The above response means nine of the observedProperty are available for requesting. The coverage
area of the service is within 24.0 122.0 and 46.0 146.0, and the data are available from 1st January
1980 until 24th April 2016. According to the getCapabilities response, clients can filter data on the
getObservation operation.

3.5.2. getObservation

For retrieving data, clients issue the getObservation request to a service endpoint of the
getObservation operation, which is published at [21]. An example of an XML request is available
at [22]. Clients can filter data based on the observedProperty item and the temporal and spatial
dimension shown in Table 4. Clients define the grid of interest by setting the simple mesh ID in the
offering parameter.
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Table 4. Request parameter of the getObservation operation.

Parameter Description
HTTP/GET HTTP/POST

offering offering Value is mentioned in Table 1
urn:NARO:AgroWeatherMesh[: simple mesh ID]

props observedProperty Value is mentioned in Table 2

begin beginPosition Specify beginning of the observation time period.
Date format is “yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ” (T is fixed)

end endPosition Specify end of the observation time period.

lower lowerCorner
Area of interest, which can be a specific point or within a

boundary
Latitude and Longitude
EX: 36.3333 140.4444

upper upperCorner Area of interest, which can be a specific point or within a
boundary; lower and upper should be the same, as we allow only 1 grid
to be filtered

simpleID Defined with offering Refer to the simple mesh ID equation

cache N/A
true: accepting cache data.
false: request data from AmGSD directly
HTTP/POST accepts cache data by default

sos N/A
true: response is encoded in XML
false: response is encoded in JSON

external N/A true: request external link to the CSV file

complementary N/A
true: missing data filling is applied
false: original data

When clients request long-term data, such as a 35-year period, for the first time, it will take a long
time to respond and transfer those data to clients. Once a grid is accessed, data are cached in NARO
Agent. The “external” parameter is provided for requesting data and asking for the response in a link
to the CSV file, which contains the data. The data are not directly transferred to clients. Clients only
receive a temporal link, which points to the CSV data.

The response of the HTTP POST method is the O&M document by default. The value of the
observed property is represented in the value tag with the time sequence.

3.5.3. describeSensor

Clients issue describeSensor requests in order to obtain the metadata of the platform. The service
endpoint is published at [23]. The SOS parameter is for defining the response encoding either SensorML
or JSON. Parameters for requesting metadata from describeSensor are available in Table 5.

Table 5. Request parameters of the describeSensor operation.

Parameter Description
HTTP/GET HTTP/POST

proc procedure urn:NARO:AgroWeatherMesh

sos N/A
Defining response encoding.
true: response is encoded in SensorML
false: response is encoded in JSON

An example of an XML request is available at [24]. The response of the HTTP POST method is the
SensorML document by default.
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3.6. Mesh Info API

AmGSD provides a proportion of the land use class of each grid as a percentage. There are eleven
land use classes, as shown in in Table 6.

Table 6. Land use ID in the AmGSD system [1].

Land Use ID Description

landuse_H210100 Paddy field
landuse_H210200 Other type of farmland
landuse_H210500 Forest
landuse_H210600 Unused land
landuse_H210700 Urban area
landuse_H210901 Road
landuse_H211000 Athletics facilities
landuse_H211100 Rivers and lakes
landuse_H211400 Sea shore
landuse_H211500 Tideland
landuse_H211600 Golf course

This information can be used as a filter parameter in order to provide data for agriculture
purposes. Moreover, it can be used to enhance response performance. Based on the given information,
we developed the Utilities API, which allows clients to query data, for which the parameters are
mentioned in Table 7, which included latitude, longitude, land use, threshold and sort. Mesh Info API
supports only the HTTP GET method. The Mesh Info API is shown in the [Utility] section at [25].

Table 7. Request parameters of the Mesh Info API.

Parameter Example Value Description

lower 35.3542 139.456 Lower corner of target area

upper 35.3542 140.456 Upper corner of target area

Land use landuse_H210100 Land use code or prefecture code can be used for filtering;
AmGSD provides those codes in [1]

ratio 50 Percentage for filtering of the land use; the default is 50 percent

sort timestamp Sort key is for giving the priority of the search mesh; the list of values is
the timestamp, frequency and cache

reverse true or false
This parameter is related to the sort value; it gives a condition of

sorting, which is descending or ascending; true is descending,
and false is ascending; false is set as the default

Sort is for accessing frequency and timestamp. The Mesh Info API will filter the grid ID within
given parameters. The threshold is applied to limit the storage usage, so that it will not exceed the plan.

3.7. Caching Mechanism

The total Japanese territory is 377,972 km2, while the NetCDF mesh count is 2,457,600 meshes.
The total area of farmland in Japan is 4.5 million hectares, which is equivalent to 45,000 km2 [26].
We cannot simply store all data on the cloud platform, as this requires huge disk space and leads to
expensive system maintenance.

Referring to the cloud platform pricing list at https://www.conoha.jp/en/pricing, we focus on a
basic plan, which is 1 GB of RAM, 2 cores of CPU and 50 GB of storage. One fifth of the storage is used
for operation, and the rest is for the caching system.

Each time when NARO Agent responds to an SOS getObservation request, the simple mesh ID
is recorded, and the data are cached in the system. The grids in the cache system are updated every
day because we expect that users may frequently access the same grids. The access timestamp and
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frequency are recorded whenever users access them, so that we can dynamically optimize the caching
system. When the amount of cached data exceeds the threshold, the grids that have seldom been
accessed will be removed from the cache. In this way, the agent can respond quickly to often-accessed
grids with no need to keep all data.

According to the AmGSD land use information of each grid, we utilize this information for
initializing the most efficient cache by identifying grids to be pre-cached in the system with criteria
based on land use status and prefecture.

Pre-Caching Mechanism

The caching system explained in the previous section improves the response time from the second
access. To maximize the response from the first access, we introduced a pre-caching mechanism.
We developed this system primarily for agriculture applications. Therefore, we expected that most
grids that are accessed will be in farmland. Before starting the SOS API service, we developed a
pre-caching script. The script issued the getObservation request to grids that would have a high
frequency of access to register them into the caching system. The grids to be pre-cached were selected
based on land use and prefecture. We identified and counted grids that had an agricultural land use
ratio greater than a certain threshold.

This research is a part of an agricultural project that mainly focuses on rice cropping in Aichi
prefecture. Thus, grids within Aichi prefecture that contain paddy fields of more than 20 percent are
cached into the system before the clients’ requests. We utilize Mesh Info API for retrieving grids that
correspond to the given parameters, as shown in Table 8.

Table 8. List of Mesh Info API parameters for pre-caching script.

Parameter Value Description

lower 34.573540 136.671033 Lower corner of Aichi prefecture

upper 35.424788 137.838116 Upper corner of Aichi prefecture

Land use landuse_H210100 The parameter is landuse_H210100, which indicates paddy field

ratio 20 The grids that have 20% of farmland in Aichi prefecture are expected

The curl command for requesting the simple mesh ID is as follows.

curl -X GET --header 'Accept: application/json'

'http://133.130.90.193/api/util/mesh?lower=34.573540%20136.671033&upper=35.424788%20137.83

8116&landuse=landuse H210100&ratio=20'

An example response of a grid that corresponds to the conditions is presented as follows:

{

"cached": 0,

"center": "34.5833333333 137.025",

"date": "",

"frequency": 0,

"id": "51377002",

"landuse": "landuse_H210100",

"percent": "27.0",

"simpleID": "12701202",

"timestamp": 0

}
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The information shows that the grid, simple mesh ID 12701202, contains 27 percent of paddy
field. The number of grids, which contain more than 20 percent of paddy field in Aichi prefecture, was
counted as 1471.

After receiving the list of grids, getObservation is issued for requesting the data of those grids.
The sequence of data and reaction of each component is described in Figure 4.
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This mechanism enhances the response time even for the first request in the study area. With
pre-caching, the first request in the study area ensures response performance. The pre-caching
mechanism can be expanded to other areas based on disk space and the admin’s decisions.

4. Evaluation of SOS API Performance

We evaluated the performance of NARO Agent by setting up realistic accessing scenarios, which
is considered as a requirement to support agricultural applications. The scenarios were tested to
measure the response time, as well as to evaluate the contribution of the accelerating mechanism
implemented internally.

The characteristics of accesses from actual applications vary. Some applications may require only a
single climate variable for one year or a lesser time period. Other applications require several items for
a long-term period. Some applications need a good response time for further processing. For example,
the development of the weather generator as a web service [27] requires four meteorological variables
as long-term climatological data in the range of several tens of years for generating weather scenarios
in a targeted area. This application requires not only long-term data, but also a good response time for
further processing. Crop models such as DSSAT [28] and ORYZA [29] require daily data of four climate
variables, namely maximum temperature, minimum temperature, solar irradiance and precipitation
for simulating crop growth.

With regard to the actual requirement of agricultural applications, we define conditions for testing
the performance of our mechanism as follows.

4.1. Targeted Area

The point for retrieving data is longitude = 137.0854 and latitude = 35.1113. This is the location of
the experimental farm in the study area.

4.2. Meteorological Variable

The number of meteorological variable requested in the scenarios is one and four. For one element,
we use daily_average_air_temperature. For four elements, we use daily_minimum_air_temperature,
daily_maximum_air_temperature, daily_precipitation and daily_sunshine_duration.
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4.3. Data Range

There are two types of data ranges, one year and 30 years. For the one-year range, the request
is between 1st January 2015 and 31th October 2015. For the 30-year range, the request is between
1st January 1986 and 31th October 2015.

4.4. Accessing Mode Control

There are three accessing modes for testing, single-process, multi-process and multithread.

4.5. Caching Status

There are two conditions of caching a request: yes and no.
The responses of a one-year range of one-element in Table 9 show a similarly good result in

any accessing mode and caching status condition. As the challenge of this research is to provide
long-term data with multi-meteorological variables, we then tried requesting a 30-year range with four
meteorological variables. The responses of requesting data without caching on single- and multi-thread
mode are very slow. The slow responses were caused by the structure of AmGSD, which stores each
climate variable of each year separately. This means that 120 NetCDF files of AmGSD are read and
then returned to NARO Agent. Under multi-processing mode, the response time reduces to 91.882 s,
an improvement of 86 percent. The multi-processing mode is therefore a practical option for this
structure. From the viewpoint of a service provider, the optimization of the response performance
and CPU load can be done by setting a maximum number of processes depending on the number of
available CPUs. In our case, we set the maximum processing number to 120 processes as mentioned in
the AmGSD accessing mode. The multi-processing is set as the default for providing the service.

Table 9. Result of the performance test.

Testing
Scenario

Single-Process
with Caching

Single-Process
without Caching

Multi-Process with
Caching

Multi-Process
without Caching

Multithread with
Caching

Multithread
without Caching

1-year with
1-element 0.608 1.103 0.795 1.185 1.078 1.264

1-year with
4-elements 0.708 23.413 0.800 1.370 0.813 13.913

30-year with
1-element 1.018 35.513 0.863 3.575 0.744 21.171

30-year with
4-elements 1.534 676.195 1.168 91.882 1.162 639.457

Unit: seconds.

The response with caching of all scenarios shows a similar time, between 0.6 and 1.6 s, which
is in the acceptable range for users based on the response time guideline from the information
visualizer [30]. Response performance is significantly improved by the combination of caching and the
multi-process implementation.

5. Result and Discussion

In this research, a grid climatological data source, AmGSD, is wrapped and exposed through
a standard web service, SOS API. Connecting AmGSD to SOS API can expand the usability of
AmGSD, while agricultural applications have more options to receive point-based climatological
data throughout Japan from 1980 to the present. Supported by a Japanese national agricultural project,
we are developing an application that visualizes the impact of weather variabilities on cropping yield
at the farm scale by utilizing AmGSD data through our SOS API. It retrieves 30 years of climatological
data to generate hundreds of weather scenarios that visualize the variability of possible future weather.
Then, the scenarios are inputted to a crop model for simulating cropping yield, as well as generating
a distribution of expected yields that indicates the impact of the weather variability on the yield.
SOS API demonstrates the ability to simplify data retrieval as the complicated heterogeneous data
source and the data format are hidden behind the SOS API. As a result, agriculture applications can
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easily query data through SOS API and obtain point-based time series data by issuing getObservation.
Developers do not need to spend time on learning a proprietary structure of a data source and a data
format one by one. The benefit of retrieving data through SOS API provides the same data accessing
mechanism no matter whether it is a gridded climate data source or a point-based data source. In this
regard, the data fusion of a gridded climate and a point-based weather data source can be easily
implemented in agricultural applications. Data availability in terms of coverage and temporal scale
will be broader. This means that agricultural applications will have more data sources to utilize. SOS
API compliance with the international standard ensures interoperability between gridded climate data
and point-based data. Our mechanism contributes to the agricultural society by providing a standard
API for obtaining climate data, introducing a mechanism that can be applied to meteorological sources
to improve data-providing services and make the development of agricultural applications much
more convenient.

The coverage of the data source in this research is only in Japan; however, similar mechanisms
can be applied to a global-scale gridded climate data source. Accordingly, SOS API is the international
standard and globally used in various sectors, not only in agriculture, but also in environmental
monitoring, such as terrestrial environmental observatories [31] and disaster warning systems, such as
the Sensor-based Landslide Early Warning System (SLEWS) [32].

One of the further developments is implementing SOS API authentication based on a user key
rather than an IP restriction, so that SOS API can be an easier interface to other data sources based
on each data source’s accessing policy. User access history can be recorded, which can be used for
analyzing the user of interest. On the top of SOS API, we are implementing automatic wiring data
sources with SOS API for weather generator models, then SOS API can be used to invoke the model
and retrieve simulated future data based on historical data.
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